
November 2, 2021

Personnel Meeting:

PRESENT: Patty Humphrey, Kim Lavallee, Sue Lawton, Scott Perron, Cassie Hayes, Bob Best,

Barbara Comtios

ABSENT: Kyle Fox

CALL TO ORDER: 8:34am

I. 1st item - Policy on PTO

○ Recommended that we review policy on PTO from year to year as brought

forward by teachers. Can we either cash out or bank for the future?

○ Could they donate time from one to another?

○ The first discussion would be if we allowed the 64 hours over 159 days (requiring

a substitute)

○ Option of payout also includes escrow for liability and payouts at $2,000 per

employee

○ Accrual of time was brought up which is difficult to use all near end of year

○ Dean Hayes indicated that in the professional environment no reward should be

given for delivering on responsibility

○ More discussion was held on what should be done to reward for excellence

○ PTO should not be looked at as “lost” but rather protecting [sp?] income

○ Kim makes motion to not move forward, Barbara 2nd. Unanimous

II. 2nd item - “Bank” time

○ 2nd item was to “bank” time not used at year end. This could allow for longer

time away

○ Since we offer STD after 7 days, we do not need bridge

○ Barbara motion, Patty 2nd. All in favor

III. 3rd item - Donating time

○ Can teachers donate time to others?



1. Following up on previous conversations, it does not make sense based on

the paid benefits for STD & LTD. Plus, they also have vacation time built

in for school and summer vacations

2. Best said we need to continue to make wise HR choices to build up

excellence in schools

○ Dean Hayes indicated that retirement benefits would be better spent

○ Ideas were discussed on how to offer other benefits for retirement, like being

[???] on tenure for paying admin fees, etc.

○ HSA accounts are an option with contributions for employees as noted by Kim

○ Scott makes motion to NOT move donations forward. Patty 2nd, unanimous vote

IV. 4th item - Discussion on reward for excellence with teachers

○ Sue said we should look at explanation of benefits to help understand what is

offered

○ Can we have ADP come in at the beginning of the year?

○ Total compensation visual to be looked at to show what we give to teachers

○ Patty motioned to explore further, Kim 2nd

○ Merit is exploitative and this will be very challenging to make and could be very

detrimental

○ Patty withdrew the motion

V. Final remarks

○ Committee values teachers and resources and will continue to explore options

○ We are appreciative of human resources and committed to growing

○ Recommendation was made to relay this at board meeting back through the

faculty representative

Adjourn motion by Scott, Patty 2nd. Unanimous vote.

MEETING ADJOURNED: 9:25am




